Using analogous calculation with Drell, Levy and Yan's renormalized theory in an infinite momentum frame, we predict successfully the form of the structure functions of charged lepton nucleon scattering from new type of quark cascade model where the recombination mechanism of quarks into hadron is taken into account. The effective distribution functions in deep inelastic scattering have not only different magnitudes but also different shapes compared with the distribution functions in case of inclusive reaction in p-p collision, and they are related to each other. § I. Introduction After Feynman's suggestion, Bjorken, Drell, Levy, Weisskopf and other authors!l~4J have discussed simple quark parton model and tried to explain the structure functions of deep inelastic lepton nucleon scattering, !f.+ f-1.-pair production in P-P collision and large Pr phenomena. There are also trials 5 J to predict qualitatively behaviour of hadron-hadron collisions, using structure functions of nucleons. However, it seems to be difficult to connect quantitatively hadron structure functions with inclusive spectra of hadron-hadron collisions in a simple way, using the usual quark parton model.
as in hadron-hadron collisions (except for the recombination factor },') and adding the above assumption (iv), we predicted 8 J the structure function of nucleon v1V2• The fit to the experimental data is excellent.
In this paper we shall discuss in more detail the structure functions, v 1V2 and \Vb u'n I u'P ratio, and show it is possible to estimate quantitatively the structure functions by connecting deep inelastic lepton hadron scattering with high energy hadron-hadron collisions. In § 2 we shall describe the phenomenological simple fundamental assumptions on which our new type of quark cascade model is based.
In § 3 the calculated results on v 1V2, 2A11V, and uen I uep by our model are compared with the experimental results. The percentage of each effective spectrum for structure function versus x is given and the effects of vector meson are also discussed.
In § 4 we shall discuss the correction of the sum rules for lepton nucleon scattering 
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T= ( where }. and ll' are "decaying factor" for emitting mesons from u and d quarks,
and "recombination factor" of quarks into a leading hadron respectively, and factor c represents SU (3) violation. The first term on the right-hand side of diffusion equation (2 · 2) denotes the loss of quark spectrum with x by recombination of quarks into a leading hadron. The second term represents the decrease of quark ~with x bv em1ttmg meson and the momentum of quark changes to lower value.
The third term means that quark with x' (>x) emits meson with x' -x and becomes quark with x, and the probability is proportional to f(x, x') which we take soft emission type (Bremsstrahlung type j (.x'-x; x') ~ 1/ x). For convenience of calculation, vve approximate it by
a, b and b' are emlSSlOn probability of /cJc, K+ and x-mesons from quarks.
For simplicity, we choose conditions
2b' c=--
1-b'
which means to neglect r;, r;' meson emissions.
(2·5)
The meson spectra in proton's fragmentation region are calculated using quark spectra as
( 2· 6) (ii)
Initial condition in baryon's (meson's) fragmentation region
The quark cascade starts at the instant of collision by three quarks (quark and anti-quark pair), \vhere the sum of their energy is equal to the initial particle energy. Assuming the symmetric distribution of quarks in the em system of three quarks (quark and anti-quark pair) and neglecting the effect of quark mass, the initial quark distribution probability becomes (2·7) where x~> x, and x 3 are the Feynman scaling variables of each quark (or antiquark). From (2 · 7) we get the initial quark spectra with x 0 in proton as (2·8)
The solution of Eq. (2 · 2) under the initial condition (2 · 8) is given in the Appendix. We may take somewhat non-uniform initial quark distribution as was discussed in Refs. 9) and 10), which may explain smaller ratio of du(jJp~rr-X)/dG(PP ->17+ X) and !Jen I u'P.
(iii) Classification of mechanism to produce a leading meson zn meson's fragmentation region
In meson's fragmentation region leading particle spectrum comes from recombination of quark and anti-quark pair. In order to explain n± and p 0 meson spectrum in TC meson's fragmentation region, we assumed, in Ref. 7) which is referred to as paper II, that when both quark and anti-quark emit more mesons before recombination the recombined particle mainly becomes an vector meson, because the system becomes more excited than in the case of earlier stage of recombination. The remaining part mainly becomes a ps meson.n (iv) Analogous treatment with Drell, Levy and Yan's renormalizable theory 3 > in an infinite momentum frame
In deep inelastic scattering electromagnetic current interacts with one of the charged particles in quark cascade process, and in order to get deep inelastic cross section we must sum over all the diagrams. The calculation without considering gauge invariance and unitarity relation sometimes brings about misleading result. In order to get correct result, we must take into account 8 > the correct field theoretical treatments as was discussed in Drell, Levy and Y an's theory. s> They analyzed the structure functions in the Bjorken limit on the basis of renormalizable field theory in an infinite momentum frame, starting from the charge symmetric theory of ps mesons and nucleons with r5 coupling, and assuming transverse momentum cutoff. They 3 > found that only certain classes of diagrams such as shown in Fig.  1 survive in estimating deep inelastic structure functions in the Bjorken limit.
The diagrams as shown in Fig. 2 are renormalized into Z factors. The other kind of diagrams are small or cancelled out in the Bjorken limit. Our model is phenomenological one extended to three quark line system, and we make analogous treatment for the diagrams as shown in Fig. 3 as in Drell, Levy and Yan's theory.
In our model quark cascades start from three initial quarks, and after successive meson emissions three quarks recombine into a baryon and the cascade process terminates. When we apply our quark cascade model to deep inelastic charged lepton nucleon scattering, we take the following treatment analogously; (i) The contributions to the structure functions mainly come from the diagrams where "the electromagnetic current operates on quarks or mesons just before the recombination" ( In case (b) on the above assumption the effective quark distribution Q(x) coupled with electromagnetic current is related \vith quark spectrum QP (x, t) in 
where we used diffusion equation (2 · 2). In case (a), using the same argument as Eq. ( 4 · 5) in Ref. 6 ) which is referred to as paper I the effective quark distri-
In the same way the effective meson distributions n+ (x), x-(x) etc. coupled with electromagnetic current are given in terms of meson spectra nP
Ao'
The structure functions v1:.V2 and W 1 are given in terms of the effective meson spectra in small x region are large in P-P collision, whereas in e-p deep inelastic collision their contributions are reduced to small value by renormalization effects as in Drell, Levy and Y an's theory, and the mesons produced by pionization mechanism may not contribute to vW2. On the other hand, as we discussed in paper I, the experimental inclusive TCmeson spectrum in reaction pp-7TC-X shows some deviation from our prediction in high x region, that is, experimental rc-;rc+ ratio in the reaction PP-7TC± X is smaller than our predicted ratio. These two experimental deviations from our model might have a common origin such as our simplified fundamental assumption on the initial condition. We may get smaller ratio v Wt jv 1Vl ~y modifying our initial condition of quark cascade a la Farrar and Jackson. 10 ) § 4. Sum rules in ep deep inelastic scattering
In our quark cascade model the conservation laws of such as total momentum, charge, strangeness, baryon number are automatically satisfied in the cascade's development (in our diffusion equation (2 · 2) .)
In the usual parton model nucleon constitutes of partons with various momentum in an infinite momentum frame. The partons carry all the quantum numbers of nucleon, and the similar conservation laws are satisfied;
where u0 (x) is the number of up quark with momentum between x and x+dx in the proton, and so on. (The definition is different from our effective quark spectrum u(x) in deep inelastic ep scattering.) In the usual parton model the number of parton could be large generally.
So if we calculate structure functions on the assumption that the electromagnetic current operates on all the charged partons without field theoretical consideration, the structure function W 1 may become large, even if we take only spin 1/2 and 0 partons. Compared with the experimental values of structure function W~o the sum of total momentum carried by charged partons is about half of all the momentum of proton, and it becomes necessary to assume that half of the momentum of proton is carried by neutral gluons.
On the other hand, our model is based on Drell, Levy and Yan's renormalized :field theory, where all the diagrams are reduced to the diagrams in Fig. 1 and electromagnetic current operates only on X points. So the sum of total momentum carried by each kind of effective parton need not be the same as all the momentum of proton, but be less than that. The sum rules like ( 4 ·I)~ ( 4 · 2) for effective quark n1d meson spectrum in deep inelastic scattering need not be satisfied in our model. We can explain this situation in case of conservation of charge. When electromagnetic current operates on points A and B in Figs. 3 (a) and (b) , the sum of their charges is the same as the charge o£ state C. After many mesons are emitted, the proportion of quarks differs from the initial proportion (u:d:s = 2:1 :0), and in the limit x-~o u(x) ~d(x) ~s(x), so the effective charge reaches zero. By this reason the total sum of charge of effective parton spectrum becomes less than one in proton. Yan's renormalized theory, and the effective quark and meson spectra are closely related with the structure functions and differ from the spectra which are responsible to the inclusive spectra (small momentum transfer) of hadron-hadron collisions due to renormalization effects and unitarity. 
ii) The predicted ratios dG (PP--'>Tr-X) I d(J (PP--"Tr+ X)' ).i Wt I ).i vV/
(and (J'n I (J'P) become somewhat larger than the experimental data. These discrepancies may be related with our simplified initial condition of the quark cascade.
The sum rules discussed in § 4 will be also modified by a new initial condition like Farrar and Jackson's. 10 J In our model we assumed that parameter J..' does not depend on x and total energy W. There is, however, a possibility that in larger x region, where the probability of hitting quark by current is large, J..' decreases with increasing total energy. If this is the case, the structure function may decrease with increasing energy. The W dependence of parameter J..' in large x region and contribution of vector meson spectra in small x region may cause scaling violation in the structure functions.
The application of our model to neutrino reaction contains some ambiguities coming from the way of introduction of an axial vector partner for vector pion current (for example, (J modeP 5 >) and from the lack of established renormalizable weak interaction model.
The difference between quark parton model and parton model considering meson parton as ours will be checked by the inclusive meson spectra of the reaction rvP--"Tr± X in current fragmentation region. Especially n meson spectra do not decrease so rapidly with increasing x' and a peak will appear near x' ""1 in the latter model as the experimental data show. We will discuss this point in the forthcoming paper. 16 
